
EntraSec™ Sliding Gates
Modern gateways with perfect security

Gunnebo Perimeter Protection dedicates all of its ex-

pertise to development, production and service. All its 

products are therefore state-of-the-art and are tailored 

precisely to customers’ needs. Detailed research into 

the market guides us towards innovations. This was the 

route taken when developing EntraSec™. The market 

is receptive to attractive, modern sliding gates and we 

build them. EntraSec’s™ profiled contours allows it to 

blend harmoniously into modern environments with 

powerful architectures. Attractive stainless steel look, 

silver-coloured eloxal coating and various RAL-based 

powder coatings extend the design possibilities avail-

able. On request your new EntraSec™ sliding gates can 

have any surface you desire.

You will be impressed by the gate’s smooth running as 

well as by its attractive design. The weight-saving design 

doesn’t just boast unequalled stability – the gates can be 

easily opened to 10m – the gates are opened and closed 

in a gentler and more even manner than that achieved 

by the design used to date. It goes without saying that 

the gates’ security standard matches that of all Gunnebo 

products. Fitting is very simple, as you would expect 

from GPP. The gates are prefabricated in our factory and 

are then subjected to basic functionality tests. Such a 

simplified procedure brings other benefits too. The good 

price/performance ratio is just as convincing as the in-

novative technology and attractive design.
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The modern design for cantilevered sliding gate systems used by the 
EntraSec™ models has a lot to offer.

Benefits

	The patented design of the gate leaf results in perfect, permanently static  
 and dynamic shape stability
	The computer-optimised precision section for the bottom spar with  

 two blocks of double rollers mounted axially and radially enables the gate  
 leaf to move with extremely low levels of friction and wear, resulting in  
 an exceptional long service life
	EntraSec™ is fitted with tried and tested drive technology and is a 

 state-of-the-art development
	 Its verified strict safety standard corresponds to the European EN 12453 

standard
	Operational reliability is optimum. The design satisfies the    

 European EN 13241-1 standard
	The maximum spacing between bars is 100mm. This figure is well 

 below the permissible spacing (max. 120mm, according to EN 349) 
 for vertical bars
	The materials and surfaces used produce an appearance    

 which remains attractive for a long time
	Our know-how allows us to use an exclusive stainless steel look   

 as well as a wide range of colours both for infill and frame areas
	Safety edges and rollers integrated in the gate leaf blend    

 harmoniously into the overall picture
	EntraSec™ can be easily combined with all our company’s site   

 protection systems
	Quick and rational on-site installation is possible since the gate is fully  

 assembled and its functions are tested in the factory
	The daily number of cycles and usage periods are virtually    

 unlimited if the service life is defined in advance.
	If the EntraSec™ gate is damaged as a result of an accident,   

 GPP can replace the damaged part at low-cost

“Everything from one source”

“Everything from one source” is our principle. Planning, manufacturing, 
installation and maintenance is our competence. GPP stands at your 
side as a strong and experienced partner.
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	Attractive design
	Smooth, silent and fast 

 operation
	Very good stability, even with 

large opening widths
	Time saving installation thanks 

to high level of pre fabrication
	Function guaranteed in the  

long-term and easy to maintain

Features
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